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I
Foreword

  love movies. I love watching them, making them, and sitting next to my
daughter Tess on the couch while she holds the DVD jacket and spends

more time looking at the jacket than at the movie. I still get teased for ruining
all of my folks’ home movies by threading the projector incorrectly (that’s a
nice way of saying I had no idea what I was doing but thought I did—just like
now!), eventually making them unwatchable. . . all by the ripe old age of six.
But my good parents never got mad at me or discouraged me from continuing
with the shredding of their home movies.

I have a passion for good stories and for �lms in which families, especially
LDS families, would �nd enjoyment, positive messages, and good examples.
Jonathan Decker has created a great work that goes hand-in-hand with the
efforts of the �lmmakers who have created these types of movies.

Movies have a power to present a message on a subconscious level as well as
being right in your face. Subliminal messages in �lms have resulted in
countless good deeds, as well as those more horri�c, in our society. With this
book and his recommendations, Jonathan helps families to watch with
awareness and realize the underlying themes and subtexts the �lmmakers have
placed in their projects. oughtfully enjoying a �lm with your family, then
discussing its meaning and the lessons learned from characters and situations,
is far more rewarding than just turning the lights back on and moving on with
the rest of your day.

Over the past ten years, I have been amazed at how many people I have
spoken with that have told me that Sunday is a movie day in their family—not
just any old movie, but LDS �lms, or at the very least, �lms with LDS values.
is book is a guide for such families. Now you can hold a guide to
entertaining, yet moral, �lms right in your greasy little hands. What a fun and
worthwhile journey this will be.



—T. C. Christensen
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Introduction
LDS MEDIA STANDARDS

“If there is anything virtuous, lovely, or
of good report or praiseworthy, we seek after these things.”

irteenth Article of Faith

The Power of Media
f the many blessings stemming from living prophets and apostles in
modern times, few compare in importance to their voicing the mind of

the Lord on matters speci�c to the latter days. President John Taylor taught
that “Adam’s revelation did not instruct Noah to build his ark; nor did Noah’s
revelation tell Lot to forsake Sodom; nor did either of these speak of the
departure of the children of Israel from Egypt. ese all had revelations for
themselves. . . . And so must we, or we shall make shipwreck” (Teachings of the
Presidents of the Church—John Taylor, 158).

One issue of particular importance to God and His modern prophets is the
power and in�uence of books, movies, television, theatre, music, and the
Internet. President Gordon B. Hinckley described some of today’s media in the
following terms: “e �ood of pornographic �lth, [and] the inordinate
emphasis on sex and violence are not peculiar to North America. e situation
is as bad in Europe and in many other areas. e whole dismal picture
indicates a weakening rot seeping into the very �ber of society” (“In
Opposition to Evil,” Ensign, Sept. 2004). Elder H. Burke Peterson warned that
“evil acts are preceded by unrighteous thoughts, and unrighteous thoughts are



born of vulgar stories, jokes, pictures, conversations, and a myriad of [sic] other
evils and foolish products” (“Clean oughts, Pure Lives,” Ensign, Sept. 1984).

While these statements, and others like them, are well known among the
Latter-day Saints, we sometimes overlook prophetic teachings encouraging us
to use media as a force for good in our lives and families. Consider the words
of Elder M. Russell Ballard:

One can still �nd movies and TV comedies and dramas that entertain and uplift and
accurately depict the consequences of right and wrong. . . . us our biggest challenge is
to choose wisely what we listen to and what we watch.  .  .  . We need to take time to
watch appropriate media with our children and discuss with them how to make choices
that will uplift and build rather than degrade and destroy. (“Let Our Voices Be Heard,”
Ensign, Nov. 2003)

ough he warned against on-screen evil, President Hinckley was also
deeply aware of media’s power to inspire righteousness, having pioneered the
Church’s use of it during his life. He encouraged members to support good
media, saying,

While they [your children] are very young, read to them the great stories which have
become immortal because of the virtues they teach. . . . When there is a good movie in
town, consider going to the theater as a family. Your very patronage will give
encouragement to those who wish to produce this type of entertainment. And use that
most remarkable of all tools of communication, television, to enrich their lives. ere is
so much that is good, but it requires selectivity. . . . Let there be music in the home. If
you have teenagers who have their own recordings, you will be prone to describe the
sound as something other than music. Let them hear something better occasionally.
Expose them to it. It will speak for itself. More appreciation will come than you may
think. It may not be spoken, but it will be felt, and its in�uence will become increasingly
manifest as the years pass. (“In Opposition to Evil,” Ensign, Sept. 2004)

Uplift. Build. Enrich. ese are the words used by prophets and apostles to
describe the purpose of good media, suggesting that what makes something
“good” is not simply whether or not it is “clean,” but also whether it brings us
closer to Christ. In seeking out media, we Latter-day Saints often look for what
is absent (sex, nudity, profanity, violence, and so on) and make our decisions
that way. While this is important, we may not look enough at what is present in
the media we choose. In other words, something can be inoffensive without



uplifting the soul. is is the equivalent of cotton candy; it’s not terribly bad
for you, but it’s not very good either. While cotton candy is �ne as an
occasional snack, something more substantial is needed to nourish the body.
Similarly, while some acceptable media serves as a �ne diversion, truly “good”
media is media of substance, which, to paraphrase Elder Ballard, uplifts,
entertains, and accurately depicts the consequences of moral choices.

President Brigham Young taught this same principle, applying it to the
media of his day:

Upon the stage of a theater can be represented in character, evil and its consequences,
good and its happy results and rewards; the weakness and follies of man, the
magnanimity of virtue and the greatness of truth. e stage can be made to aid the
pulpit in impressing upon the minds of a community an enlightened sense of a virtuous
life, also a proper horror of the enormity of sin and a just dread of its consequences. e
path of sin with its thorns and pitfalls, its gins and snares can be revealed, and how to
shun it. (Discourses of Brigham Young, 243)

Finding the Good
Clearly, there is much in art and entertainment that can inspire righteous

choices and draw us nearer to God. But how do we �nd it? One of the great
struggles of modern Latter-day Saints is �nding media that conforms to our
values. is is re�ected in President omas S. Monson’s sentiments: “I recall a
time—and some of you here tonight will also—when the standards of most
people were very similar to our standards. No longer is this true” (“Dare to
Stand Alone,” Ensign, Nov. 2011). is is clearly seen in the �lms of yesteryear,
when Ben-Hur, e Ten Commandments, and Chariots of Fire earned pro�t and
prestige, and even �lms that weren’t overtly religious still agreed, for the most
part, on what was right and wrong. Now, however, raunchy R-rated comedies
draw enormous crowds, many PG-13 movies contain harsh language (along
with remorseless violence and envelope-pushing sexuality), and even children’s
movies try to slip in edgy humor that only adults will get. What’s more, men
and women of faith, far from being the heroes, are now frequently portrayed as
idiots, hypocrites, and fanatics.

Many Latter-day Saints are understandably disenchanted with popular
entertainment in general and Hollywood in particular. To paraphrase Joseph



Smith, I believe that we are sometimes kept from wholesome media because we
know not where to �nd it (Doctrine and Covenants 123:12). is book is
meant to help Mormon audiences �nd those �lms that are both clean and
inspiring. In doing so, I have selected only cinema that I believe aligns with the
standards of the Lord, as outlined in For the Strength of Youth. It is my sincere
hope that this book will help Church members to �nd those �lms that will
draw their souls closer to Christ. e �lms in this book either testify of Him
directly or champion the causes and principles that He would champion. As
Mormon taught, “Every thing which inviteth and enticeth to do good .  .  . is
inspired of God” (Moroni 7:13).

at said, I cannot guarantee that you will agree with all of my opinions
regarding the �lms listed in these pages. In the following chapter, I will explain
how I came to select the movies listed here and how this book can help you to
make your own informed decisions.



I

WHAT MAKES A GOOD MOVIE?

“Choose wisely when using media because whatever you read,
listen to, or look at has an effect on you. Select only media that

uplifts you.”
For the Strength of Youth: Entertainment and Media

Three Components of Good Media: Artistic Merit, Wholesome Content &
Gospel Parallels

n 2010 I had the idea to start my own website, mormonmovieguy.com, to
provide Hollywood �lm reviews from a Latter-day Saint perspective. Several

months in I developed what has become my signature review format, breaking
each movie down into the three areas I believed my readers would care about:
artistic merit, the presence of potentially offensive content, and how the �lm
compared to the teachings of the gospel. Hoping to use the site to encourage
study and discussion, I included scriptures and General Authority quotes with
my reviews, which expanded on each �lm’s major themes. I have continued
this practice in this volume.

Some questions arise from all of this, of course. Why use this book when
you can visit the website? Do you really need artistic reviews if all you want is
to �nd something wholesome? Why give content overviews if this book
supposedly only features “clean” movies? Isn’t it a bit much to apply the
scriptures and words of the brethren to every movie we see?

With regards to the �rst question, my website mostly only contains reviews
since late 2010; therefore, I recommend using mormonmovieguy.com to �nd

http://mormonmovieguy.com/
http://mormonmovieguy.com/


recommendations for �lms currently in theaters or recently made available for
home entertainment. My site has reviews of everything from squeaky-clean
�lms to PG-13 movies that I regretted seeing (I don’t review R’s). is book,
on the other hand, reaches decades back, from the early days of cinema up to
the present time. It also only contains �lms that I regard to be pure, lovely, and
virtuous (see Philippians 4:8).

As for the other questions, please allow me to provide answers below.

Why Artistry Matters
A frequent complaint I hear among fellow members of the Church is that

“good” movies are often not good movies. is is to say that cinema that
promotes faith, marriage, family, honesty, and other virtues is often poorly
acted, painfully written, and shoddily directed. e word cheesy is often
mentioned. ose who crave compelling stories, well-rounded characters,
creative �lmmaking, and believable acting often look to movies whose values
do not correspond with their own.

When it comes to cinema, we ought to seek out and support those efforts
that excel both in moral and artistic quality. ese are the �lms that have
power to bring souls to the Savior, and here’s why: their intentions combine
with emotional authenticity, which allows audiences to see the real-world
applications of eternal truths. Solid writing, directing, and acting enables
audiences to relate to the person on screen and the effect of true principles on
such a character resonate far more with viewers than do the effects of the same
principles on a one-dimensional caricature who doesn’t talk, think, feel, or act
like a real person.

Furthermore, beautiful cinematography, inspiring music, and thoughtful
editing all combine to create an experience that stirs the soul. is is not
audience manipulation, but rather the efforts of artists whose respect for the
material inspires them to give their very best. President Spencer W. Kimball
echoed this sentiment:

We must recognize that excellence and quality are a re�ection of how we feel about
ourselves and about life and about God. If we don’t care much about these basic things,
then such not caring carries over into the work we do, and our work becomes shabby



and shoddy. Real craftsmanship, regardless of the skill involved, re�ects real caring, and
real caring re�ects our attitude about ourselves, about our fellowmen, and about life.
(“e Gospel Vision of the Arts,” Ensign, Sept. 1977)

Film can offer such craftsmanship and care. It is not mere entertainment—it
is an art form, and not a lesser one. All other kinds of art are united together in
movies. Cinematography uses light, color, and vivid imagery in many of the
same ways as photography and painting. Production design invokes the shapes
and forms of architecture and sculpture. e soul-stirring sounds of a
symphony performing a �lm score can rival renowned classical music.
Screenwriting, at its �nest, draws from the power of poetry, profoundly uses
symbolism, and develops character and story like a good book would.
Wardrobe design combines fashion with character development. Riveting
dramatic performances and riotous comedic turns rival any acting found on
stage. Excellent editing provides a lesson in using structure and timing to
create a desired emotional effect. Musicals can give us vocal displays of the
highest order, while dancing, stunt work, and visual effects offer an artistry all
their own.

Learning to pay attention to these things engages the mind and enriches the
viewing experience. erefore, in this book I will only include �lms that are
well-made. is is why all of the reviews found here are of �lms which I grade
a B- or above artistically (with the exception of e Phantom Menace, because
the other Star Wars �lms are in here and, well, I’m a completist). ere are
plenty of “clean” movies out there to which I would assign a lower artistic
grade; they just didn’t make the cut for this book.

Why This Book Still Needs Content Overviews
Of course, a movie can be artistically rich but morally bankrupt; the

Academy honors many of them every year! It is the aim of this book, then, to
�nd those �lms that balance artistry with morality. ey engage the mind and
heart while nourishing the soul with positive messages and “clean” content.
But who is to say what is “clean” when it comes to movies? at’s easy: the
Lord himself has spoken on this issue, through living prophets, in a pamphlet
titled For the Strength of Youth. President omas S. Monson emphasized that



this pamphlet, despite its title, isn’t just for youth. He explained that “it
features standards from the writings and teachings of Church leaders and from
scripture, adherence to which will bring the blessings of our Heavenly Father
and the guidance of His Son to each of us” (“Preparation Brings Blessings,”
Ensign, May 2010; emphasis added).

What For the Strength of Youth has to say about entertainment and media
may give pause to many members of the Church, all of whom are expected to
follow its standards: “Do not attend, view, or participate in anything that is
vulgar, immoral, violent, or pornographic in any way. Do not participate in
anything that presents immorality or violence as acceptable” (“Entertainment
and Media,” For the Strength of Youth). I admit that I have been deeply
challenged by this counsel. Many of the �lms that I love are action-driven and
therefore present violence as acceptable in some way or another. I didn’t want
to give these movies up, yet I was determined to do as Alma directed his son
Helaman, namely to “be diligent in keeping the commandments of God as
they are written” (Alma 37:20).

For a time I developed something of a complex; everything I watched had to
comply, to the letter, with the Lord’s law regarding media. A single punch in a
movie, the presence of mild language in a book, would result in intense
feelings of guilt. is came to a head when my father took me to the Utah
Shakespeare Festival, where we attended a performance of the musical Camelot.
I squirmed in my seat as Guinevere cheerfully celebrated vice in the tune “e
Lusty Month of May.” When Lancelot crooned the song “If Ever I Would
Leave You” (about his unyielding love for Guinevere) I was disgusted that this
play romanticized his adulterous feelings. I wanted to walk out and was deeply
troubled that my father seemed totally �ne with it all. ankfully, several
months later President Monson would shed welcome light on the subject and
shift my paradigm in a major way.

Speaking at a �reside at Brigham Young University, President Monson cited
the very play that had left me so unsettled. He said: “In your quest for the man
or woman of your dreams, you may well heed the counsel given by King
Arthur in the musical Camelot. Faced with a particularly vexing dilemma, King
Arthur could well have been speaking to all of us when he declared, ‘We must
not let our passions destroy our dreams.’ May you follow this most essential



counsel” (“Decisions Determine Destiny,” CES Fireside, November 6, 2005).
at a prophet of God could quote Camelot as a positive in�uence shook my
assumptions to the core and led to some prayerful rethinking on my part. I
realized that even though some of the songs seemingly condoned immorality,
ultimately the romanticized vice was revealed to be the characters’ ignorant
justi�cations. e tragic consequences of putting desire before virtue came
crashing down on them. It wasn’t an “evil” play after all. It was a morality play.
is is powerful stuff! I thought. Further re�ection led me to recall something I
had once heard from a BYU �lm professor: “e portrayal of something is not
the same thing as condoning it.” I realized that, in art and entertainment,
sometimes darkness must be portrayed in order to contrast it with the light.
ere is no good without evil, and both must be depicted for righteousness to
be promoted.

Elder Jeffrey R. Holland conveyed this principle when sharing his personal
opinion on the Harry Potter series. In a 2006 speech at the Fourth Annual
Guardian of Light Award Dinner, Elder Holland said:

You are well aware of the Harry Potter books and movies by J. K. Rowling. One of the
reasons the books are so popular, I think, is that they show children victorious in battle
against dark forces. ey give readers hope that, even in total darkness, there is that
spark of light. Despite the powerful evil arrayed against them, they know they can defeat
the darkness. But fundamental to the message of the Harry Potter books is the idea that
children don’t—indeed, can’t—�ght their battles alone. In fact, the one gift that saves
Harry over and over again is the love of his mother, who died protecting him from evil.
Without any question one of those best “defenses against the dark arts”—to use a phrase
from the Harry Potter books—is close family ties. Parental love, family activity, gentle
teaching, and respectful conversation—sweet time together—can help keep the
generations close and build bonds that will never be broken. (“Let ere Be Light,” May
3, 2006)

Now, I know that many Latter-day Saints have strong feelings about Harry
Potter, both for and against. I’m not implying that what Elder Holland said
was anything more than his opinion. What I am pointing out is that he saw
value in a series that isn’t always sunny and pleasant, nor does it follow For the
Strength of Youth to the letter. For example, Harry Potter has violent
confrontations and some uses of language. Similarly, in general conference,



Elder Quentin L. Cook called the movie Amazing Grace, which is about the
abolition of slavery in England, “an inspiring movie” (“Let ere Be Light,”
Ensign, Nov. 2010), even though that �lm has some language.

To be clear, I am not accusing the Brethren of hypocrisy, nor does their
appreciation of Harry Potter and Amazing Grace necessarily constitute
apostolic endorsements. I do, however, put great stock in their words, as I
assume you do. is raises an interesting question as to whether the counsel
regarding media in For the Strength of Youth is hard, uncompromising law. I
believe Elder Dallin H. Oaks gives us the answer:

As a General Authority, it is my responsibility to preach general principles. When I do, I
don’t try to de�ne all the exceptions. ere are exceptions to some rules. . . . But don’t
ask me to give an opinion on your exception. I only teach the general rules. Whether an
exception applies to you is your responsibility. You must work that out individually
between you and the Lord. (“e Dedication of a Lifetime,” CES Fireside, May 1, 2005)

Although Elder Oaks wasn’t speaking speci�cally about media, I believe that
this principle applies to the topic. His words are both liberating and sobering.
If we read them closely, we see that we cannot simply excuse ourselves from
following the teachings of Christ, His apostles, and His prophets. Violence,
vulgarity, immorality, and pornography still drive away the Spirit and are
displeasing to the Lord. at still holds. But our agency is intact, as is God’s
insistence that He won’t “command [us] in all things” (Doctrine and
Covenants 58:26). We have been given the gift of the Holy Ghost to guide us,
and we will be responsible to the Lord for how well we follow the Spirit in
discerning legitimate exceptions from our own justi�cations.

In the case of the media guidelines given in For the Strength of Youth, we can
clearly see the application of Elder Oaks’s teaching about general principles and
exceptions. Pornography, for example, is clearly never acceptable, as its express
purpose is to arouse illicit desires and rob sexuality of its sacred nature. Not all
portrayals of violence, on the other hand, encourage viewers to act aggressively
or dilute their ability to feel compassion. For example, the �lm e Testaments
of One Fold and One Shepherd contains a fairly bloody depiction of the Lord’s
scourging and cruci�xion. Joseph Smith: the Prophet of the Restoration portrays
the death of the Prophet in a barrage of bullets. e seminary videos e Whole



Armor of God, Firm in the Faith of Christ, and O Ye Fair Ones, produced for
adolescents and young adults in seminary and institute programs, contain
stabbings with swords, soldiers shot with arrows, and rivers �owing with
blood. Overzealous application of counsel regarding violent media could lead
members to shun faith-promoting �lms produced by their own church.

Context matters in selecting media. e purpose of the violence in e
Testaments and in the Joseph Smith �lm is, respectively, to increase
appreciation for the Atonement of Jesus Christ and for the martyrdom of
Brother Joseph. In O Ye Fair Ones, the bloody aftermath is meant to display
the tragic consequences of the Nephites abandoning God. e Whole Armor of
God uses a battle scene to visually illustrate the Apostle Paul’s metaphor of our
battle with sin. Firm in the Faith of Christ portrays the righteous warfare of
Captain Moroni, who didn’t delight in bloodshed but was willing to forcibly
defend the faith, families, and freedom of the Nephites from tyranny and
oppression. It’s worth pointing out that none of these �lms is needlessly
graphic nor glamorizes aggression and hate.

is leads back to the topic of why this book has content reviews of its
movies. While every movie reviewed here has been personally selected as
virtuous and in keeping with the Lord’s standards, that judgment is merely my
opinion. I’ve purposely avoided anything pornographic, excessively crass and
profane, or gratuitously violent, but some of the �lms herein may have scenes
that are mildly vulgar or have non-graphic, purposeful violence such as self-
defense, defending the innocent, or learning the tragic consequences of
vengeance.

is book is not meant to be seen as a guaranteed list of movies that all
members will agree upon, though I’ve tried to seek the guidance of the Holy
Ghost in choosing inspiring �lms that many Latter-day Saints would feel
comfortable watching. at said, I cannot predict what might offend you
personally. You may take exception to the warfare and mild language of the
PG-13 Saints and Soldiers. Perhaps you’ll �nd the presence of sport bikinis in
the PG-rated Christian �lm Soul Surfer unacceptable. You might not want
your children subjected to Mufasa’s death in e Lion King or to the comic use
of the word butt in Finding Nemo, regardless of their G-ratings. On the other
hand, you might not be fazed by any of those things. I don’t know because I’m



not you. What I’ve tried to do with the content overviews is to give you
accurate information regarding potentially offensive content, allowing you to
make your own decisions.

I hasten to add that just because a �lm doesn’t appear here doesn’t
necessarily mean that it’s “bad” or not worthwhile. For example, I personally
was inspired by 2008’s e Dark Knight. I appreciated that, when challenged
by a madman, the hero and others stood their ground. Displaying sel�essness
and courage, their morality withstood tragedy and fear. However, I know many
people thought that the �lm, because of its menacing villain and dark tone,
was sadistic and unwatchable. Since I have no intention of debating the point
or causing controversy, I’ll not include such a divisive �lm here. e �rst
Pirates of the Caribbean movie is another example. To me the �lm is harmless
escapist fun, while to others the fact that a pirate is the charming and funny
antihero is distasteful and dangerous. Again, in order to focus solely on movies
that I believe most Latter-day Saints can agree upon, it’s not included here.

Furthermore, there are hundreds, perhaps thousands, of wholesome �lms
spanning decades and continents that I’ve not yet seen and thus haven’t
included. Feel free to seek them out. is book is not meant to be the �nal
word on good movies. It is only meant to assist you in making quality �lm
choices. You, no doubt, can think of many other movies worth including here.
So can I, but I didn’t have the space or the time to rewatch and review them
all. If this volume is successful, however, there may be a second volume with
250 more excellent choices, so if you enjoy the book, please suggest to your
friends that they buy a copy as well!

Using the Scripture Verses, Hymns, and General Authority Quotes
More important than artistry and more important than content is whether

the �lms we watch draw us nearer to the Lord. is is not to suggest that we
should watch only somber, reverent �lms. Silly, funny entertainment can still
be rich with moral instruction (that’s one reason why we love VeggieTales in my
home). If we choose good media, we can be instructed in truth whether the
�lmmakers share our faith or not.



Elder Boyd K. Packer explains why this is. He taught that “every man,
woman, and child of every nation, creed, or color—everyone, no matter where
they live or what they believe or what they do—has within them the
imperishable Light of Christ. . . . [It] can enlighten the inventor, the scientist,
the painter, the sculptor, the composer, the performer, the architect, the author
to produce great, even inspired things for the blessing and good of all
mankind” (“e Light of Christ,” Liahona, Apr. 2005). is certainly also
applies to �lmmakers, as they too are children of God and thus inheritors of
this divine gift. To the extent that they follow the light within themselves, their
work can motivate, inspire, and lead to truth.

To know how we can best harness the power of movie-watching to provide
spiritual edi�cation, we need look no further than the scriptures. We read in
the Bible: “Trust in the Lord with all thy heart.  .  .  . In all thy ways
acknowledge him, and he shall direct thy paths” (Proverbs 3:5–6). Alma
advised Helaman to “let all thy doings be unto the Lord, and whithersoever
thou goest let it be in the Lord; yea, let all thy thoughts be directed unto the
Lord” (Alma 37:36). Certainly even when watching �lm can we direct our
thoughts toward the Lord. rough the truths we glean from movies, we can
learn to trust more in Him. In my experience, this doesn’t take away from one’s
enjoyment of cinema; it enriches it.

To that end, I refer to scripture verses and quotes by General Authorities of
the Church with each review. ese expound upon the �lms’ major themes (as
I see them) and provide a springboard for discussion and study. In this way,
movie-watching ceases to be a passive activity, becoming instead an active and
engaging pursuit. Of course, you may simply want to turn your brain off and
escape for a couple of hours, and that’s �ne too. e verses and quotes are still
there if you decide to use them. To be clear, these are only meant to stimulate
conversation and thought and are not in any way a claim that my thoughts are
the �nal word on a �lm’s meaning or moral. You may see themes that I
overlooked or meanings that are personal to you because of your life
experiences. All I’m trying to do is get you thinking, examining, and talking.

Some of the most profound gospel conversations I’ve ever had have come
after watching a �lm and drawing eternal truths out of it. I sincerely hope that
this book helps you to do the same. I pray that the movies you choose and the



conversations that you have, in some small part because of this book,
strengthen your faith in our Savior Jesus Christ and solidify your resolve to
keep His commandments. ough I’m an imperfect man, I seek to align my
intentions with those of Nephi, who said, “e fulness of mine intent is that I
may persuade men to come unto the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac,
and the God of Jacob, and be saved” (1 Nephi 6:4). I realize that this may
seem overly ambitious for a book of movie reviews, but I know that “by small
and simple things are great things brought to pass” (Alma 37:6).



A

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
 

 

 
s you read in the previous chapter, artistic merit, agreeable content, and
the presence of eternal truths are the criteria I’ve used to select the �lms

reviewed in this book. As I’ve noted, each review is broken down and assessed
in those three areas. e artistic reviews speak for themselves. e “messages to
discuss” sections provide my thoughts on the gospel truths conveyed by each
movie with references to scriptures and General Authority quotes to jump-start
your own gospel discussions.

With regards to the content overviews, I’d like to clarify the terms I use.
Vulgarity refers to uses of words and phrases such as “crap,” “p*ssed off” and
“butt.” Innuendo refers to any comments of a sexual nature. Most �lms in this
book have neither, but there are rare exceptions where some have the mildest
forms. For example, in the G-rated �lm Babe, a duck destined for the butcher’s
block laments that “humans don’t eat roosters—why? ey make eggs with the
hens and wake everyone up in the morning. I tried it with the hens: it didn’t
work.” A handful of �lms here have one or two moderate innuendos, and I’ve
tried to make sure to point them out. In the otherwise wholesome and PG-
rated Father of the Bride, for example, Steve Martin is worried about his
engaged daughter and blurts out a suggestion that she practice safe sex, much
to her embarrassment. In such rare cases, where I believe that the overall value
of the �lm outweighs such a moment, I still include warnings so you can make
your own educated choice.

In terms of profanity, I’ve mostly included only �lms that have no foul
language at all. With the rare exceptions that do, I classify profanity using the



following system: Mild profanity is use of the words “hell, damn, a**, and
“god” (little “g” as I reserve the capital “G” for the reverent version) used in
inappropriate ways. Moderate profanity is almost anything else, other than the
f-word, which I classify as harsh profanity. I’ve included no �lms with harsh
profanity here, though I think some �lms with harsh profanity (like Of Gods
and Men and World Trade Center) are still worthwhile. e �lm e Blind Side,
for example, contains strong positive depictions of marriage, family, and
Christianity, but has two or three moderate profanities. In cases that concern
individuals and families, they may choose to use content �lters, such as a
ClearPlay DVD player or a TV Guardian, or to skip these �lms entirely. Again,
the content overview is there to help you make your decision.

With regards to sexuality, I’ve made sure that no �lm in the book contains
any “love scenes” or sexual nudity. In rare cases there is wardrobe that some
might consider immodest while others would �nd it contextually appropriate.
One such case is the Christian drama End of the Spear, which features tribal
natives in loincloths with the males practically exposing their backsides. It is an
historically accurate, Christ-centered �lm that I would be totally comfortable
watching with the Savior in the room. Some �lms address sexuality in an
appropriately mature fashion, arguably making them suitable for teens and up.
For example, in the 1998 �lm Les Miserables, the ailing prostitute Fantine
(Uma urman) offers herself to kindly Jean Valjean (Liam Neeson) as a token
of gratitude for nursing her back to health. He displays true virtue when he
refuses her offer and instead expresses pure Christian love and concern for her
well-being. He comforts her in her affliction, telling her that God is a loving
Father who doesn’t see her as a whore but as His beautiful child. is, to me, is
an appropriate inclusion of sexual themes.

As for violence, I’ve gone out of my way to include nothing that is graphic
or gratuitous, although some �lms may contain violence (or its aftermath) that
I believe is contextually appropriate. is is to say that it is portrayed in the
context of self-defense, protecting the innocent, or conveying the tragic
consequences of improper force. Life is Beautiful has a haunting scene in which
the protagonist �nds stacks of Jewish bodies in a Nazi concentration camp
(obscured somewhat by fog). e Lord of the Rings has warriors defending their
homes and families. Star Wars: Episode III—Revenge of the Sith portrays Anakin



Skywalker going on a killing spree, but this is portrayed as heartbreaking and
soul-destroying, not glamorous or “cool.” e content overviews will help you
decide if, and with whom, you choose to watch these movies. Similarly, a few
�lms have characters who smoke or drink, usually portrayed as harmful, and
I’m sure to let you know about it.

e book’s structure is simple: there are 250 �lms listed in alphabetical
order. In the back of the book, you’ll �nd several indexes to help you �nd what
you’re looking for. If you want to search for �lms by genre, rating, or gospel
topic (such as “repentance”), you can use these accompanying indexes for each
of those categories. Now, without any further ado, let’s dive into those reviews!
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